
Gravesend is populated by the most grotesque, loathsome, vile and vulgar sub-human 
vermin that one could ever have the misfortune to come across. These moronic, 
illiterate in-bred neanderthals represent all that is wrong with the human race and 
possess no redeeming features whatsoever. They should all be put against a wall and 
shot, their bodies set alight and thrown into the Thames. 
 
ALOT TO DO AND YOU CAN GET AWAY WID MURDER I LOVE 
GRAVESEND ITS WICKED 
 
there is nothing good about this sordid burg of bigamy 
 
Gravesend is often known for being the hottest temperature in the country because its 
on really low land. If youre looking to visit Gravesend then you may want to see the 
statue of Pocahontas, she was buried here at the St Georges church although they dont 
know where on the grounds. Gravesend has the oldest pier in the UK which is 
mentioned in Charles Dickens book. Gravesend has a great swimming pool Cascades 
and for the more serious swimmers Cygnet Leisure Centre in Northfleet. Gravesend 
has a french market once a year and festivals in the middle of town. Northfleet Train 
station is being changed into a stop for the Euro Star. Cliffe airport may built soon 
which will bring employment,many people disagree with the airport because of 
pollution and congestion, they also believe it will bring property value straight down. 
 
Looking across the estury to Tilbury, and still thinking you could swim it, like you 
used to when you were a small child. 
 
Gravesend is the most unthreatening provincial town on a friday or saturday. Of 
course, this depends on where you are. Indian Restaurants. Gravesend girls (well up 
for it) 
 
make the best of what you got, and if you can't manage that keep your fucking mouth 
shut and let everyone else try. 
 
I remember the market, the centre of life from the 50's, and good old Doug Phillpotts 
bakery in Queen Street? I knew Doug,who made my wedding cake in 1987. My 
grandparents lived in the area from the 1920's, and there were those lovely tram 
tracks, that are still on the hill in Northfleet. Yeah, you may think that Gravesend is 
boring, but to many people, its the unchanging things that evoke strong memories of 
the way life used to be. 
 
dont bother London is close enough for this poncey bullshit 
 
Gravesend is populated by the most grotesque, loathsome, vile and vulgar sub-human 
vermin that one could ever haave the misfortune to come across. These moronic, 
illiterate in-bred neanderthals represent all that is wrong with the human race and 
possess no redeeming features whatsoever. They should all be put against a wall and 
shot, their bodies set alight and thrown into the Thames. 
 
Gravesend should be leveled using a small thermo nuclear device and concreted over 
so no one can ever make the same mistake again by building here! The population of 



Denton and Kings Farm should be put in an ex russian sub and sunk in the middle of 
the atlantic ocean! 
 
DA MCENNZIE MASSIVE? and what is MASSIVE one wonders. Obviously not 
their brain capacity nor, one suspects, their genitals. However, should the MASSIVE 
refer to some of the ugly women in Gravesend’s slums the one assumes MASSIVE 
refers to the size of their backsides. What is this pathetic craze for talking like some 
Brooklyn imbecile? You are not hard, clever, intelligent nor MASSIVE. You are a 
complete waste of space and of no use to society. Get a job, pay your taxes and stop 
scrounging. Girls, try to understand that you don’t need six kids before you are 18, 
especially one in every colour 
 
Full of council, tax sucking slops who are nothing but ignorant. 
 
It really isn’t that difficult to string a sentence together and you don’t need to pretend 
you are a) a west indian, b) a gangster, c) the local hard nut. You are NOT, you are 
just a bit of an arse so grow up, get a job and stop milking the state for every penny, 
stop wearing trousers that show off your pants, you look a proper twat. Girls, you 
dont need to have a child of every colour before you are 16 even if you can remember 
their various father’s names. Stop swearing every other word, it really isn’t that 
clever. Tattoos aren’t ‘cool’ they are revolting, just like the women who sport them 
with misplaced pride. 
 
The ‘street’ morons who think that speaking in a pseudo West Indian accent makes 
them somehow appear ‘hard’ whereas it merely confirms the fact that they are, in fact, 
mere simpletons. Obviously ‘easter leavers’ their qualifications will, at best, consist 
of a variety of Court orders which are worn as badges of pride. Gravesend is now, 
sadly, a cesspit where no decent person would even wish to set foot, let alone inhabit. 
If I thought, for one moment, I would receive an intelligent and correctly spelt reply, I 
would at least have some hope for the future but I know that far exceeds the skill set 
of the scum who roam the streets. 
 
The worst things must now be the flood of immigrants, the great unwashed, the 
stupid, the uneducated, chavs, pikies, single mothers whose sole purpose is to breed 
with as many men as possible, the imbeciles who come on this site who try to talk like 
a hoodlum but can’t spell, the destruction of my home town over the past 40 years, 
people with multiple piercings, misspelt tattoos and the mass of congenital idiots who 
hang around the town centre waiting for inbreeding season to begin. They are all 
totally pointless and should be surgically castrated or sterilised so as to end this 
downward spiral. In one word, they are ‘filth’ 
 
I AM EMBARRASSED AND HUMILIATED TO COME FROM THIS FUCKING 
DUMP. NUKE ALL THE COUNCIL HOUSES, HANG THE PIKEYS AND HAVE 
THE CHILDREN OF SINGLE PARENTS ADOPTED AND THE MOTHERS 
STERILISED 
 
Gravesend is now, sadly, a cesspit where no decent person would even wish to set 
foot, let alone inhabit. Glad to have left what can only be described as a cesspool of 
life’s detritus. 
 



pikey scum, pregnant teenagers, scabby buildings, n how many sikh temples can u fit 
in 1 town (im not racist but cum on-that nu fings jus ugly!) 
 
Pikeys, Piss-Artists and Travel Agents that only deal with flights to India - even 
worse than that, Indian Travel Agents that only deal in flights in Gravesend...  
 
Gravesend is populated by the most grotesque, loathsome, vile and vulgar sub-human 
vermin that one could ever have the misfortune to come across. The vast majority of 
its inhabitants (chavs and pikies) are foul, hateful, and degraded beings who, in 
evolutionary terms, have not evolved much from the amoeba. These moronic, 
illiterate in-bred neanderthals represent all that is wrong with the human race and 
possess no redeeming features whatsoever. They should all be put against a wall and 
shot, their bodies set alight and thrown into the Thames.  
 
you should aLL burn in the fires of hell have a nice day  
 
Denton, because its a breeding ground for plebs with 11 toes and play the banjo. 
 
How long have you got? You better be in a comfortable sitting postion coz this is 
gonna take a while! Too many pikees, chavs and bad parents. There’s nothing good 
about this place. The whole place is full of poundshops to cater for the town’s benefit 
living allowance. No police. Nothing fun to do. Everywhere you look there’s a 
criminal or refugee. Burn this town! Burn it all! 
 
Gravesend has the highest teenage pregnancy rate in the uk! I know - I work at the 
hospital in the antenatal dept. Our usual customers, the 13-16 yr olds come in with 
their pikey mums who couldn’t be more proud and by the way are also on their eighth 
baby at the same time. They breed their kids to be as illiterate and dirty as them. They 
are a disease with no cure. 
 
Pigeons crapping everywhere, sullen people determined to be miserable come what 
may, senseless violence, ex MP Jacques Arnold who, can’t keep his whining gob shut, 
current MP Chris Pond who’s just another creeping Blair clone. Fat women, by the 
skip-load. 
 
Do you still get covered in tar when paddling down the promenade? 
 
Indians, Pikies, tarts with hoops you could jump a collie through. 
 
Get a fucking job, earn some money, fix your teeth 
 
The redneck racist inbred pikey chavy scum. These are typically your greasy haired 
snotty nosed white male, with bad haircuts (that’s why they are always wearing 
baseball caps), whose parents are blood related (i.e. cousins, or half-siblings). You 
can notice them as they are typically wearing baseball caps, puffer jackets and cheap 
9 carat neck chains and ear rings. To make matters worse we’ve also got some arse 
Kosovans, Romanian gypsies, and freshies. THE SOLUTION: place them all in 
Denton, and then ask the Americans to carpet bomb the place with ‘daisy cutters’. 
The Italians, Indians (Sikhs), and all the other non-pikey Gravesend local lads and 
Gravesend girls, ROCK!  



 
It is unbeleivable that there could be a place as bad as gravesend on earth .hate the 
scum out of my heart and soul. 
 
the is no best things in gravesend its a shithole 
 
What a dump, best seen in the rear view mirror as I made my escape back to 
normality and people with the correct number of fingers on each hand! 
 
The worst thing about Gravesend is living there. 
 
The council,the potholes,the bus stops that block traffic,100 different charity 
shops,queen st,pay and display car parks,speed bumps,speed bumps,more speed 
bumps.  
 
The market,it is so busy,I must have seen at least 10 people going through there last 
Saturday. 
 
Anglesea centre - stuck in the 1970’s 
 
Having to wait for the bus to Cliffe, (two return trips per day) The last time I used this 
service, which runs along Denton Rd, up to Shorne Village, and then back down again 
to Milton Rd to turn off to Cliffe Woods and then Cliffe, the terminus at the 6 Bells, 
(the best pub in Cliffe!!) Last time I did this, a lady passenger had to tell the driver 
which way to go!  
 
The one way system completely sucks!!!  
 
Pig ugly birds. 
 
There’s only one bus an hour to Gravesend from Meopham, which is just as well.  
 
If I had a penny for every pothole in Gravesend I would be in the 40% tax bracket. 
 
I can remember when teenage guys could walk up and down King St, New Rd and the 
High St on ANY night without the need to carry ‘some form of defense’ because the 
place FELT SAFE. Since 1980 and dear old Mrs Thatcher, all that has gone. We’ve 
got NO local heavy industry to keep jobs and the local economy going, NO local 
spending on anything which matters (how about a few roads being resurfaced instead 
of putting MORE bleedin speed bumps on them? - have you driven down Dashwood 
Rd lately??) and an ever increasing murder rate. When you read history books about 
the town in the Victorian era, you’d think you were reading about somewher else - 
then it was a vibrant, thriving town which has now lost it’s way completely.  
 
There are too many people in the town who stop you too ask if you have gas or if you 
have a particular catologue. you cant just walk round town and window shop.  
 
There’s a little bumb in the road on parrock road (i think thats the name of it). 
Coming from town toward the Echo roundabout, as you approach the railings in the 



middle of the road, hit 60mph and stay to the left of the road, half a second before the 
railings start, you will hit it and go bobing off down the road. 
 
The Town is a cross between the poorest parts of Mumbai with the cast of My Big Fat 
Gypsy Wedding and is an example of everything that’s bad. Pull it down,gut it all and 
build some slums, that would improve it no-end. 
 
Gravesend is a pile of horse crap baked into a pie, there is nothing good about this 
sordid burg of bigamy. 
 
IN GRAVESEND??????/ THERE ISNT EXACTLY NE FING GOOD HERE! 
 
How can you associate the word Gravesend with the word best - unless you mean best 
craphole. 
 
Cheap, available canabis! (poor quality, use at own risk!) 
 
Gravesend is the home to the biggest number of Morbid freaks luving in one place, in 
the world! 
 
Gravesend is the most depressing name I’ve ever heard of . 
 
Influx and increase of ‘undesirables’ 
 
I can’t say many bad things about it, i honestly can’t you learnt o live with everything 
that happens around Gravesend when you have lived here since you were born. You 
learnt o protect yourself and others around you that are vunerable. You protect your 
close friends and anyone who fucks with your family or friends fucks with you as 
well. That’s the way people stay protected, they have to trust each other. 
we all live in this fucking place which, by the way has a reduced crime rate and teen 
pregnancy rate. chavs, emos, pakis, posh people, come together and make love in this 
glorious dropping stained town! 
 
i fink g’send is well alrite 
 
shut up u priks ders nank wrong wid gravesend. ive lived on da farm, denton. 
riverview and now mackenzie way. Stop winging u little cunts. 
 
Your all whinging idiots. the only real bad shithole in gravesend are dickens and 
kings farm. the amount of stupid little chavs is unbelievable. The rest of the town is 
perfectly fine so cut the fucking crap you are coming out with!!! 
Having read all what you lot who hate living here have got to say about Gravesend - if 
you don’t like it, why don’t you just fuck off?! 
 
I don’t like reading you lot slagging off the place that I made my home 13 years ago, 
simply because I fell in love with it. Gravesend is OK. I’m an old boiler, compared to 
some of the people reading this, but after getting out of the Essex, Gravesend is a safe 
haven - and it’s home. So stop slagging and start praising! 
 



People saying bout da birds in Gravesend. Wots wrong wiv em mate?? If I wanna 
wear Puffa Jackets and gold clowns (actually I’ve got a gold ragdoll) and earrings I 
will. 
 
not that many bad things 
 
Gravesend isn’t as bad as what people make it out to be. It just takes some getting 
used to. 
 
the best thing is the taxi furm all day and night taxis 
 
Its marginally nicer than Erith 
 
A NICE WALK DOWN THE PROM,GETTING A ICE CREAM AND CUP OF 
TEA FROM THE PROMANARD CAFE.AND LOOKING AT THEIR 
COLLECTION OF PHOTO’S OF GRAVESEND,REALLY WORTH A 
LOOK,REMIND’S ME WHEN I WAS A KID,ESPECIALLY THE PICTURE OF 
THE Slide in the park behind the cafe. 
 
LESS CHAVS THAN DARTFORD 
 
The best taxi company for airport transfers in Gravesend is Astra Cars! (01474 
745554). Cheaper than all the others AND you get to ride in a nearly new motor with 
leather seats AND a DVD (bring your own movies!!!!) 
 
THE BEST THINGS ARE THE FIT GIRLS 
 
We seem to have a good refuse service,worth paying 140 council tax month for 
that!!!!!!!!!! 
 
The fleet-staying up The thing near the marks and spencers,the sort of slide 
thing,made of wood,cos i used play on that when I was a wee nipper.Ofcourse i had to 
quit when I was too old for it,and my bum got stuck in it. 
 
Wherever you walk, you are within visual distance of a pub. 
 
the local football team - forget the gills and charlton, give up manu you’ll never go 
north of birmingham, go local, support a real team. plus, we’re 2nd in the league. UP 
THE FLEET  
 
People. Rough, ready but ok. I’ve been out loads of times in Gravesend. People are 
not aggressive, just occasionally drunk & loud. 
 
Gravesend is not as bad as it sounds. The concert they do in the summer down the 
prom is always good for a laugh, and by the amount of people who turn out every 
year, I’m not the only one who thinks so! 
 
In Victorian times people used to come from London and far around to visit 
Gravesend, it was such an attraction. Many of the shells of it’s greatness are still there 



and with imagination in the future there is no reason why Gravesend can’t upturn 
once again and start to become a place that residents can feel proud to be a part of. 
 
there are some excellent fish and chip shops (checkout John’s in Perry Street). The 
Railway Tavern was an excellent place to hang out during Euro 1996 
 
The new Harvester restaurant that just opened. They chose a GREAT location , right 
next to the Dickens. They’ve got all nice furniture and flowers & stuff.  
 
The Gravesend Girls (The non-pikey variety). WELL UP FOR IT! 
the multicultural thing goin on...not jus the kosovans and the sikhs an all that, the 
pikeys grungas skaters an goths 
 
The pubs, glorious pubs 
 
The nice people. 
 
Serious note - we love Gravesend really it may be scabby but it’s still home!! 
 
have to agree with the second point there. much better than london. 
 
Fond memories of the “old” Gravesend. Good to see the bus to Cliffe,six bells still 
takes the same route! I remember the market, the centre of life from the 50’s, and 
good old Doug Phillpotts bakery in Queen Street? I knew Doug,who made my 
wedding cake in 1987. My grandparents lived in the area from the 1920’s, and there 
were those lovely tram tracks, that are still on the hill in Northfleet. Yeah, you may 
think that Gravesend is boring, but to many people, its the unchanging things that 
evoke strong memories of the way life used to be. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yes I pulled her out of the mud at the promenade my little girl was only two and she 
wanted to explore – pretty red dress with flowers on her bonnet… dainty and delicate 



fingers she leant down to pick up a shiney thing and fell flat faced into the smelly 
mud. Tears fell over the grimaced beauty…yes I pulled her out of the mud, first of 
many. 
 
When Boys Sea School was down the Prom, all the girls of teenage years used to 
flock down there to get theirselves a fella and there was more girls than boys so we 
used to fight over them.  
 
I always come to the prom for fish and chips, sitting in the car still to protect from 
awaiting seagulls. 
 
My family worked on the river dad grandad and cousins. When grandad died we 
sailed out and down river, spread his ashes and roses there. He was always a straight 
talker. I told him I was getting married, he laughed and said who’d want to marry you. 
The River men have a bluntness and dismissal about them. I cried so when he died. 
 
I remember going to Bawley Bay getting into the Boat, the smell of Diesel and going 
up the river to Southend for the day with my brother and sisters, and I remember the 
Tyres round the outside of the small boat, my dad was a waterman and lighterman so 
always had access to boats. His name was Dick Allen it was in the 50’s. 
 
I know a story about a gay man who went on the ferry to Tilbury after the pub to have 
fun with some sailors and woke up with a hangover on a coal ship in Newcastle!  
 
It was dark, late and my boyfriend and I climbed over the black railing. Lycra skirt up 
to my waist. Attempting to get over the 8ft fence like a lady. But we done it and 
walked around and watched the waves on the river. 
 
I remember losing my welly boot in the silt at the Prom and crying all the way home. 
 
At the Top of the Rockwal Gravesend open air swimming pool. We spent all day in 
there. Not safe to swim in the river.  
Hot chocolate to drink.  
Hot stones to lay on. 
Energy that could burst it was so wonderful. 
After the day up to Maxfields for chips and crackling, 6 pence and tenner! 
I dived in from the Top Board (showing off) I hit my head so hard on the concrete 
bottom – didn’t know any sense in! 
 
There was wild talk shooting out of the mouth of babes. All us kids in the fort garden, 
playing hide and seek. Don’t go down there! There’d a dirty old man down there… 
he’s paying the boys a penny each to drop their trousers and let him look.  
Screams for Mum, we all ran home. The man in the bushes had a turban so he was 
even more scary! 
 
Firework night – always cold + wet + doughnuts from the van. My boyfriend buying 
me a drink (vodka + coke – first thing I could think of!) and asking me to be his 
girlfriend. Chips on the way home + a smile to sleep. 
 



My school friends and I used to go down to the Garden’s and Net Fish with our 
fishing nets. We put all what we caught back as we didn’t want to take the newts and 
tadpoles home with us as my mum would have had a canary fit!!  
We also played skim the stones on the water front instead of getting the bus home we 
brought chips and cracklin from the umberella chip shop and walked up Love’s Lane 
home.  
 
Oh happy days when I first moved to Kent from Battersea SWLondon my Mum and 
Dad used to come down for the day to the prom and really thought they were at the 
seaside they had only ever been to Southend by train as my dad worked on the 
railway so we always got a free pass so us five kids and my mum thought it was such 
an adventure and also because it was free Mum could treat us kids to a ice cream on 
the prom oh such happy days long gone but memories are forever. Pat Cook age 79. 
 
My teacher took me down the prom when I was 15 and tried to do it up against a wall  
Oh those were days  
1973 the days when men get away with murder 
He didn’t manage it! 
I’ve never had sex on the promenade might be quite magical in the moonlight, maybe 
in my next life… 
 
 
 
 
 


